Welfare Check

Common Name/Address: 1011 NEWPORT AVE, ORLAND, 95963
Public Information: Louisa Foster of Phoenix, AZ, requested a welfare check on Joyce Finley, 85. Finley was contacted and didn't need police assistance. Finley was advised to contact Foster and let her know she was okay.

Battery on noncohab/former sp/etc/no inj

Common Name/Address: 1221 PAPST AVE, ORLAND, CA 95963
Public Information: OPD responded to a report of a domestic disturbance. Celia Garza, 32, of Orland reported she was in an argument with her boyfriend Juan Herrera, 37, of Orland when he pushed her and broke the window to her trailer. A report was taken.

Mentally Disabled/Danger Self/Public

Common Name/Address: WILLIAM FINCH CHARTER SCHOOL / 607 E TEHAMA ST, ORLAND, CA 95963
Public Information: OPD responded to a reported disturbance at William Finch Charter School. Principal Lisa Morgan reported one of the students was causing a disturbance in the office. The juvenile was transported to mental health for an evaluation.

Suspicious Circumstances

Common Name/Address: YOLO ST at MARIN ST, ORLAND, CA 95963
Public Information: OPD responded to the report of a suspicious suitcase. Officers located a suitcase that appeared to have fallen off of a vehicle on the side of the road. The suitcase was empty and was not a traffic hazard.

Traffic Collision/No injuries

Common Name/Address: 700blk SWIFT ST, ORLAND, CA 95963
Public Information: OPD responded to a report of a non-injury traffic collision between a white 2018 Ford F150 driven by Joseph Richter, 40, which struck the rear of a blue 2007 Honda Civic driven by Evelyn Ortega, 19. OPD assisted both parties exchange information.

Found Property H&S/Non criminal

Common Name/Address: 429 SECOND STREET, ORLAND, CA 95963
Public Information: Ronny Garrett, 67, of Orland reported finding a hypodermic needle in his front yard. Officers collected the needle and properly disposed of it.

Welfare Check

Common Name/Address: 132 EIGHTH ST, ORLAND, CA 95963
Public Information: Pastor Bob Gleason requested a welfare check on Henry Huggins, 78. OPD contacted Huggins who said he didn't require assistance.
Assist CHP
Sep 03, 2019 - 17:51:00 19-09-03-002403

Common Name/Address: I-5 @ COUNTY RD 16, ORLAND, CA 95963
Public Information: OPD responded to assist CHP with a report of a road rage incident between two vehicles that may have exited s/b I-5 at Co Rd 16. Officers assisted until no longer needed.

Civil Harassment
Sep 03, 2019 - 18:34:00 19-09-03-002404

Common Name/Address: SHASTA GARDEN APPTS / 226 E SHASTA ST, ORLAND, CA 95963
Public Information: Cynthia Brown, 39, reported the maintenance person at the apartments set up a camera facing her windows to harass her. Officers determined the camera was set up due to recent burglaries at the apartment above Brown's. Officers contacted Jaime Alvarez who agreed to move the camera to a different location.

Disturbance - Verbal only
Sep 03, 2019 - 19:00:00 19-09-03-002402

Common Name/Address: ORLAND POLICE DEPARTMENT / 817 FOURTH ST, ORLAND, CA 95963
Public Information: OPD responded to the report of a cold verbal disagreement. Officers contacted Charles Daniels, 45, of Orland. Daniels reported having a verbal disagreement with a unknown subject over a dog being off its leash. The information was documented.

Suspicious Circumstances
Sep 03, 2019 - 19:08:00 19-09-03-002405

Common Name/Address: 807 CORTINA DR, ORLAND, CA 95963
Public Information: OPD responded to a request for a property check due to fence boards being broken at a vacant residence. Officers checked the yard and made sure the residence was secure.

DUI - W/BAC .08 or More
Sep 03, 2019 - 19:38:00 19-09-03-002406 190543

Common Name/Address: BLUE AND WHITE LAUNDRY / 1018 SOUTH ST, ORLAND, CA 95963
Public Information: OPD responded to a report of a suspicious person. Officers contacted Nicholas Sharpless, 32, of Orland. Following an investigation Sharpless was arrested for DUI and child endangerment. The 18 month old child and vehicle were released to the child's mother.

Suspicious Vehicle
Sep 03, 2019 - 20:46:00 19-09-03-002407

Common Name/Address: ORLAND LIBERTY GAS & FOOD / 506 SIXTH ST, ORLAND, CA 95963
Public Information: An anonymous caller reported that an intoxicated subject was in a vehicle at the gas station. Officers checked the area but were unable to locate the vehicle.

Evading Police Officer/Safety Factor
Sep 04, 2019 - 01:25:00 19-09-04-002408 190544

Common Name/Address: NEWVILLE RD at COMMERCE LN, ORLAND, CA 95963
Public Information: OPD initiated a traffic enforcement stop on a motorcycle (unknown make/model) for failing to stop at a posted stop sign. The motorcycle failed to yield and a pursuit was initiated. The pursuit was terminated due to speeds and safety, a report was taken.
Welfare Check Sep 04, 2019 - 04:10:00 19-09-04-002409

Common Name/Address: BERRY PATCH RESTAURANT / 900, ORLAND, CA 95963
Public Information: OPD responded to a request for a welfare check of livestock in a trailer. Officers contacted Bradley Lode, 41, of Montana. Lode advised he was transporting the livestock and was stopped to get some rest.

Welfare Check Sep 04, 2019 - 06:06:00 19-09-04-002410

Common Name/Address: WALGREENS / 828 NEWVILLE RD, ORLAND, CA 95963
Public Information: OPD was dispatched to check the welfare of an individual laying on the sidewalk. Officers contacted Ronald Triano, 56, of Orland who advised he was safe and did not require assistance.